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            The different types of bookmakers

            
            In short, here are the best operators for the Irish:
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                        The best all round
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                        Serious and reliable since 2012
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                        Licence Curaçao, Irish accepted
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                    Specialised in cryptocurrencies. No KYC.

                


                
                    
                

            

            

        
    





            
          
            
        
 
     

        
    
          
            
                
                    
                    Welcome

                    All punters are accepted!
                    
                

                
                   
                    Authorised

                    It is legal to bet on a site without a Gambling Regulatory Authority of Ireland licence.

                

                 
                    
                    Odds & competitions

                    Better odds, bonuses, choice of bets and competitions.

                

            

        
 
         
    
        
            
                
                    
                

                
                    
                        

                        Understanding how foreign bookmakers work


                        Foreign bookmakers operate in a similar way to local ones, but there are some key differences in their offerings and business practices. Firstly, Foreign bookmakers may offer more competitive odds on certain sporting events, particularly events that take place in their home country. They may also offer more diverse betting options, including betting on sports or events that are not as popular in your country.


                        In addition, foreign bookmakers may offer more generous promotions to attract customers, including welcome bonuses or refund offers on losing bets. However, it is important to check the terms and conditions of these offers, as they may include restrictions or wagering requirements. It is important to note that foreign bookmakers may be subject to different regulations and laws to those in force in your country. It is therefore essential to ensure that the bookmaker you choose is regulated and authorised in your country.


                        
    
        
            
                
                    
                        #1
                    


                    
                        Licence Curaçao, no Irish taxes, comprehensive offer, great odds. Irish accepted.
                    


                    
                        Bonus: €122
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                        Accepts Irish, excellent odds, betting options and competitions.
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                        #3
                    


                    
                        Live betting, regular bonuses, international odds and betting options. Accepts everyone.
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                        #4
                    


                    
                        Specialised and only in Cryptocurrencies, complete and reliable. No KYC.
                    


                    
                        Bonus: 1 BTC
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    



                        In addition, it may be more difficult to resolve problems or disputes with a foreign bookmaker, as they may be located in another country and have different customer service standards to those you are used to.


                        Finally, foreign bookmakers may use different payment methods to those available in your country, so it's important to check the deposit and withdrawal options offered by the bookmaker before signing up.

            
                        

                    

                

            


            
                
                    
                        

                        Overall, foreign bookmakers may offer more diverse betting options and more competitive odds, but it's important to do your research and make sure the bookmaker is regulated and reliable before signing up.
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                 Understanding how Asian bookmakers work


                    Asian bookmakers operate in a similar way to other bookmakers, but they have some key differences in their offerings and business practices. Firstly, Asian bookmakers tend to offer more competitive odds than European or American bookmakers. This is partly due to the fierce competition between different Asian bookmakers, who are often based in countries where the sports betting market is highly competitive.


                    In addition, Asian Bookmakers tend to offer more diverse betting options than Western bookmakers. For example, they can offer bets on sporting events that are not as popular in Europe or America, such as traditional Asian sports like Muay Thai or kabaddi. Asian bookmakers also tend to be more innovative in their approach to sports betting. They may offer more advanced live betting features, special event betting and more generous promotions to attract customers.


                    However, there are also risks associated with Asian bookmakers. Some of them may not be properly regulated, which can make them less reliable than European or American bookmakers. In addition, it can be more difficult to find information about Asian bookmakers for Western customers, as most of their activity is concentrated in Asia.


                    How do I access Asian sports betting sites?


                    You need to use a specialised service called a sports betting broker (details here). Here are those that the Irish can use:
                    


                    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        #1
                    


                    
                        Accepts Irish, all major Asian bookmakers + software to find the best odds
                    


                    
                        Bonus: €500
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    





    
        
            
                
                    
                        #2
                    


                    
                        The best sports betting broker, but you need a VPN (Germany, Italy, etc.) to sign up.
                    


                    
                        Bonus: 100€
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    




                    It is important to do your research before choosing an Asian bookmaker to ensure that they are regulated and reliable. It is also important to understand the cultural differences and business practices of Asian bookmakers to avoid any confusion or misunderstanding when placing bets.


                      Asian Bookmakers 

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                

                
                    
                        

                        Bookmakers that accept crypto


                        Bookmakers that accept crypto currencies operate in a similar way to traditional bookmakers, but they have the special feature of accepting payments in crypto currencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, etc. One of the advantages of bookmakers that accept crypto-currencies is the speed of transactions. Deposits and withdrawals can be made in a matter of minutes or hours, unlike traditional payment methods which can take several days. In addition, transaction fees are generally lower than those of traditional payment methods.


                        
    
        
            
                
                    
                        #1
                    


                    
                        Specialized in sports betting + e-Sports in Crypto-currencies. Secure, with Curaçao licence.
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                        Complete foreign bookmaker with excellent odds that accepts many cryptos.
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                        #3 
                    


                    
                        Sports betting and casino, Curaçao licence, accepts Irish and allows deposits/withdrawals in ETH, BTC and USD₮
                    


                    
                        Bonus: €100
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    



                        Bookmakers that accept cryptocurrency may also offer special promotions and bonuses for players who use this payment method. They may also offer more competitive odds for popular sporting events to attract players.


                        However, it's important to note that using crypto-currencies can be riskier than traditional payment methods due to the volatility of the crypto-currency market. The price of crypto-currencies can fluctuate significantly, which can impact the value of your gains or losses. It is also important to ensure that the bookmaker that accepts crypto-currencies is reliable and secure. It is advisable to look for online reviews and comments on the bookmaker, check if they are regulated and licensed, and ensure that funds are stored securely.


                        Finally, it's important to understand that most countries have specific regulations when it comes to crypto-currencies and online betting. It is therefore essential to check the laws and regulations in force in your country before signing up with a bookmaker that accepts crypto-currencies.

                        
                        

                    

                

            


            
                
                      Bookmakers who accept crypto 

                

            


        
 
     

    
        
            
                 Bookmakers who authorise betting exchange


                    Bookmakers who allow betting exchange, also known as exchange betting platforms, allow players to bet directly against each other, rather than against the bookmaker. In practical terms, a player can offer odds for a sporting event they wish to bet on, and another player can accept those odds and bet against them. The bookmaker simply facilitates the transaction by taking a commission on the winning player's winnings.


                    
                    To access sports betting exchange platforms from Ireland, you need to register with a broker who will give you legal access:
 
                    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        #1
                    


                    
                        Accepts Irish, all major Asian bookmakers + software to find the best odds
                    


                    
                        Bonus: €500
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    





    
        
            
                
                    
                        #2
                    


                    
                        The best sports betting broker, but you need a VPN (Germany, Italy, etc.) to sign up.
                    


                    
                        Bonus: 100€
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    




                    Exchange betting platforms often offer more competitive odds than traditional bookmakers, as players can offer higher odds to attract punters and recoup commission on winnings. In addition, exchange betting platforms can offer more flexibility for punters, as they can decide what odds they want to bet at.


                    However, it is important to note that exchange betting platforms can be riskier for punters, as they have to bet against other players rather than the bookmaker. If a player cannot find another player to accept their odds, they will not be able to place their bet. In addition, exchange betting platforms may have restrictions on bet amounts or specific odds requirements. It is therefore important to read the terms and conditions before signing up.


                    Finally, it is important to note that betting exchange may not be legal in all countries. It is therefore important to check the laws and regulations in force in your country before signing up with a betting exchange platform.


                      Bookmakers who authorise betting exchange 

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    
                

                
                    
                        

                        Bookmakers that allow eSport betting


                        Bookmakers that allow eSport betting allow players to bet on professional or amateur video game competitions. The way eSport betting works is similar to traditional sports betting. Players can bet on the outcome of a match, the winner of a tournament, the number of points scored, and so on. Bookmakers offer odds for each event, reflecting the probabilities of each outcome.


                        
    
        
            
                
                    
                        #1
                    


                    
                        Bet on tournaments of CS:GO, FIFA, DOTA2, KoG, Lol, Valorant... Irish accepted, great odds.
                    


                    
                        Bonus: €100
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    





    
        
            
                
                    
                        #2
                    


                    
                        Curaçao licence, dedicated eSport section with live betting. All punters accepted.
                    


                    
                        Bonus: €100
                    


                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
    



                        Betting on video games is becoming increasingly popular, particularly for games such as League of Legends, Dota 2, Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, and Overwatch. Competitions can attract thousands of online spectators, as well as sponsors and partners. Bookmakers who authorise eSport betting must follow the same regulations as traditional bookmakers. This means that they must be authorised and regulated by the relevant authorities and follow fair gaming rules. Players must be over 18 years of age to bet on eSports.


                        It is important to note that eSport betting can be riskier than traditional sports betting, as players' performances can vary considerably from match to match. Players should exercise caution and discernment in their bets, and it is recommended that they follow events and players closely before betting.


                        Finally, it is important to check the laws and regulations in force in your country before betting on video game competitions. In some countries, eSport betting may be considered illegal or strictly regulated.

                        
                        

                    

                

            


            
                
                      Bookmakers who authorise eSport betting 

                

            


        
 
     

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Are you ready to bet?

                    Don't hesitate any longer, here is the best bookmaker
                    
without Irish taxes and limitations

                

                
                    
                          I'm on my way!
                    

                

            
 
        
 
    
    
     

   
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Roytov

                    

                    A guide to everything you need to know about the different types of sports betting sites.
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                    You don't need to fill in the following form, it doesn't work yet:

                    
                        
                            
                                   
                        

                    

                
 
            
 
        
 
     
 
    
    
    
        
    
     
       
      
      
       






    
   
